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ABSTRACT 
If a matrix pencil A - hB is known only to within a tolerance t (because of 
measurement or roundoff errors), then it may be difficult to compute a generalized 
eigendecomposition of A - hB, since its eigenspaces are discontinuous functions of its 
entries. We are interested in computing an eigendecomposition of A - AB which 
varies continuously and boundedly as A - AB varies inside a ball of radius e. There 
are two cases with qualitatively different solutions. The first case is when A - XB is 
regular, i.e. det( A - hB) is not identically zero. In this case we show how to partition 
the spectrum of A - XB into disjoint pieces which remain disjoint and whose 
associated eigenspaces vary smoothly. The second case is when A - XB is singular 
[i.e. either det(A - XB) = 0 or A - hB is nonsquare]. This case is more difficult than 
the first, because applications call for computing nongeneric eigenspaces which exist 
only when A - AB lies in a proper variety (a set of measure zero). The known 
algorithms for computing these nongeneric structures produce the eigendecomposi- 
tion of a pencil close to the input which is guaranteed to lie in this proper variety. In 
this case we prove that as long as the norm of the perturbations produced by the 
algorithm are smaller than a certain c we can compute from the pencil, the resulting 
nongeneric eigenspaces and eigenvalues produced by the algorithm vary smoothly. 
This theorem shows that standard algorithms can compute accurate solutions of many 
i&posed problems in systems theory, such as the controllable subspace and uncontrol- 
lable modes of a system 32 = Cx + Do. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
If we are given a complex m-by-n matrix pencil A - A B which we only 
know to within a tolerance e > 0, what does it mean to compute an 
eigendecomposition of A - h B? By only knowing A - X B to a tolerance z 
we mean that A - XB is indistinguishable from any pencil in the set 
P(e)= {A+E-X(B+F):I((E,F)II,<~}, 
2 where IKE, F)llE G (CijlEij12 + IFijI ) ‘12. An eigendecomposition of A - X B 
will be written 
A - hB = P(S - XT)Q-l, (1.1) 
where P is an m-by-m nonsingular matrix, Q is an n-by-n nonsingular matrix, 
and S and T are block diagonal: S = diag(S,,, . . . , S,,) and T = 
dMT,,,..., Tbb). We can group the columns of P into blocks corresponding 
to the blocks of S - XT: P = [P, I . . . 1 Pb], where Pi is m by mi, mi being the 
number of rows of Sii - XT,,. Similady, we can group the columns of Q into 
blocks corresponding to the blocks of S - XT: Q = [Q1 ] * * * ] Qb] where Qi is 
n by ni, ni being the number of columns of Sii - hTii. 
The diagonal blocks Sii - XT,, contain information about the generalized 
eigenstructure of the pencil A - XB, and Pi and Qi contain information 
about the corresponding generalized eigenspaces. One canonical decomposi- 
tion of the form (1.1) we will refer to is the Kronecker canonical fi or 
KCF [9], where each block Sii - XT,, must be of one of the following four 
forms: 
J&l) = 
ho-A 1 
. . 
. . 
-A 
1 
&-A 1 or 
. 1. 
-x 
1 
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Jk( ha) is simply a k-by-k Jordan block. X, is called a finite eigenvalue of 
A - XB. The k-by-k block Nk corresponds to an infinite eigenvalue of 
multiplicity k. Many blocks of each type may appear. The blocks of finite 
and infinite eigenvalues together constitute the reguZar part of the pencil 
L,= [-” !.:Lh l] or ii;[ -’ ::: _:I. 
The k-by-k + 1 block L, is called a singular block of minimal right (or 
column) index k. It has a onedimensional right null space for any X spanned 
by [l, X, X2 ,..., Xk] r. The k + l-by-k block Li is called a singular block of 
minimal left (or row) index k. It has a one-dimensional left null space for any 
A spanned by [l, X, X2,. . . , A’]. The left and right singular blocks together 
constitute the singular part of the pencil. 
.We would like to produce an eigendecomposition which is valid in some 
way for all pencils in P(e), and gives as much information about all pencils in 
P(e) as possible. The kind of information such a decomposition can provide 
will depend on whether the pencil A - AB is regular or singular. A - XB is 
regular if A - XB is square and det(A - XB) # 0 for some X. This is 
equivalent to A - XB having only a regular part in its KCF. A - XB is 
singular if either A - XB is square and det( A - XB) = 0 for all h, or else 
A - AB is nonsquare. This is equivalent to A - XB having a singular part in 
its KCF [9]. 
In the regular case, A - AB has n generalized eigenvalues which may be 
finite or infinite. The diagonal blocks of S - XT partition the spectrum of 
A - XB as follows: 
a=a(A-XB)= ; o(S,,-XT,,)= j@i. 
i=l 
If A and B are upper triangular with diagonal elements 0~~ 
tively, then the eigenvalues of A - X B are given by czi /& 
When pi = 0 we say A - X B has an infinite eigenvalue. 
and pi, respec- 
for i=l,...,n. 
The subspaces 
spanned by Pi and Qi are called ZejI and right deflating subspaces of A - X B 
corresponding to the part of the spectrum ai [ 17,231. As shown in [15], a pair 
of subspaces P and Q is deflating for A - AB if P = AQ+ BQ and dim(Q) = 
dim(P). They are the generalization of invariant subspaces for the standard 
eigenvalue problem A - hZ to the regular pencil case: Q is a (right) invariant 
subspace of A if Q = AQ+Q, i.e. AQ c Q. 
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To illustrate and motivate our approach to regular pencils, we indicate 
how we would decompose P(c) for various values of z, where A - h B is 
given by 
where 7) is a small number. It is easy to see that u = { l/n,O, T) }. The three 
deflating subspaces corresponding to these eigenvalues are spanned by the 
three columns of the 3-by-3 identity matrix. For e sufficiently small, the 
spectrum of any pencil in P(C) will contain three points, one each inside 
disjoint sets centered at l/r), 0, and 7. In fact, we can draw three disjoint 
closed curves surrounding three disjoint regions, one around each h E u, such 
that each pencil in P(E) has exactly one eigenvalue in the region surrounded 
by each closed curve. Similarly, the three deflating subspaces corresponding 
to each eigenvalue remain close to orthogonal. Thus, for E sufficiently small, 
we partition u into three sets, ui = {l/q}, u, = {0}, and a3 = { 77). 
As E increases to q/a, it becomes impossible to draw three such curves, 
because there is a pencil almost within distance r)/fi of A - XB with a 
double eigenvalue at q/2: 
where 3 is an arbitrarily small nonzero quantity. Furthermore, there are no 
longer three independent deflating subspaces, because the 5 causes the two 
deflating subspaces originally belonging to 0 and 9 to merge into a single 
two-dimensional deflating subspace. We can, however, draw two disjoint 
closed curves, one around l/v and the other around 0 and 7, such that every 
pencil in P(C) has one eigenvalue inside the curve around ~/TJ and two 
eigenvalues inside the other curve. In this case we partition u = (0, TJ } U 
(l/T) =u,U+ 
As 6 increases to 1, one can no longer draw two disjoint closed curves, but 
merely one around all three eigenvalues, since it is possible to find a pencil 
inside Z-‘(C) where n and l/r) have merged into a single eigenvalue near 1, as 
welI as another pencil inside P(E) where 0 and 17 have merged into a single 
dgenvalue near q/2. In this case we cannot partition u into any smaller sets. 
This example motivates the definition of a stable decomposition of a 
regular pencil: the decomposition in (1.1) is stable if the entries of P, Q, S, 
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and T are continuous and bounded functions of the entries of A and B as 
A - h B varies inside P(E). In particular, we insist the dimensions ni of the 
Sii - XTii remain constant for A - XB in P(E). This corresponds to partition- 
ing u = U~=pi into disjoint pieces which remain disjoint for A - X B in P(C). 
We illustrated this disjointness in the example by surrounding each ui with its 
own disjoint closed curve. For numerical reasons we will also insist that the 
matrices P and Q in (1.1) have their condition numbers bounded by some 
(user specified) threshold TOL for all pencils in P(e). This is eq+valent to 
insisting that the deflating subspaces belonging to different ai not contain 
vectors pointing in nearly parallel directions. 
In the above example, as c grows to q/a, there are pencils in P(e) 
where the deflating subspaces belonging to 77 and 0 become nearly parallel: 
The two right deflating subspaces in question are spanned by [0, 1,OJ r and 
[0, - l/S, l] r, respectively, which become nearly parallel as 3 approaches 0. 
The numerical reason for constraining the condition numbers of P and Q is 
that they indicate approximately how much accuracy we expect to lose in 
computing the decomposition (1.1) [3]. Therefore the user might wish to 
specify a maximum condition number TOL he is willing to tolerate in a stable 
decomposition as well as specifying the uncertainty z in his data. 
With this introduction, we can explain our first main result, which is a 
criterion for deciding whether a decomposition (1.1) is stable or not: 
THEOREM 4. L&A-XB, C, and -roL begiven. Let u=Ur_‘,,ui besome 
partitioning of u into disjoint sets. Define xi for 1~ i 6 b as 
(P12+q~)1’2+2max(Pi,qi) 
xi E ’ min(Dif,(u,, u - ui),Difl(ui, u - ui)) ’ (1.2) 
whew Pi, 4i, Dif,, and Dif, will be explained below. The corresponding 
decomposition (1.1) is stabb if the folluwing two criteria are satisfied: 
max xi=xcl 
1CiCb 
0.3) 
144 
and 
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1+X 
2bl<~~<b(Pi,9j)‘-<ToL 
.1. l-x * 
(1.4 
Zf we have rw constraint on the condition numbers (i.e. TOL = co), then we 
have the following stronger test for stability: 
fitPi + 9i) 
r?,a$eDifx(oi,e-oi) 
-=z 1. (1.5) 
Briefly, the quantities pi, 9i Dif,, Dif,, and Dif, have the following 
meanings. pi and 9i generalize the notion of projection norms for the 
standard eigenproblem. Here, instead of a single projection for each eigen- 
space we have a left one and right one, with norms pi and 9i. Dif, and Dif, 
generalize the quantity sep [15] for the standard eigenproblem: they measure 
the separation of the subset of the spectrum ui from the remainder u - ui. 
They are small if only a small perturbation is needed to make an eigenvalue 
in ui coalesce with one in u - ui. Thus the fraction in (1.2) has the following 
interpretation: the numerator is the “speed” with which eigenvalues in ui can 
move, and the denominator is the “distance” to the nearest eigenvalue in 
u - ui, so the whole fraction is an estimate of the reciprocal of the smallest 
perturbation needed to make an eigenvalue in ai coalesce with one outside. 
We will discuss these quantities at length in Section 3. 
The quantities Dif,, Dif,, pi, 9j, and Dif, may also be straightforwardly 
(if perhaps expensively) computed using standard software packages. Also, 
nearly best-conditioned block diagonalizing P and Q in (1.1) can also be 
computed. Therefore, it is possible to computationally verify the conditions 
(1.3) to (1.5) and so to determine whether or not a decomposition is stable as 
defined above, as well as to compute the decomposition. 
The criterion (1.3) is essentially due to Stewart [ 151. Our contribution is 
the bound on K(P) and K(Q) in (1.4), as well as the stronger bound in (1.5). 
The case when A - XB is singular is more difficult than the regular case 
because the eigenstructures we are interested in computing are nongeneric, 
i.e., they will be destroyed by almost all perturbations of the pencil A - XB. 
The structure which interests us will exist only when A and B he in a proper 
variety [21, 261. A proper variety is the solution set of a set of polynomial 
equations in the entries of A and B such that the solution set is of positive 
codimension and hence of measure zero. what can stability mean in this 
context? For example, a nonsquare pencil A - AB will have the same KCF 
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for almost all A and B, and this KCF can be determined by the dimensions 
of A and B alone. Also, it is possible to perturb a square singular pencil 
arbitrarily little, making it regular with it eigenvalues anywhere in the 
extended complex plane [271. Thus, we can expect no reasonable perturba- 
tion theory for general perturbations. 
The known algorithms for computing nongeneric eigenspaces [lo, 11,211 
are stable in the usual sense: they return the eigenstructure for a nongeneric 
pencil within a small distance of the input pencil, if one exists. Small 
perturbations in the input pencil (or during the computation) lead to the 
eigenstructure for a different nongeneric pencil, but, under certain assump- 
tions, one with the same kind of eigenstructure (i.e. the same singular 
structure in the KCF) as the other nongeneric pencil. In other words, the 
algorithms perturb the input pencil in such a way that it is guaranteed to lie 
on the same proper variety. This leads us to ask whether we can deduce 
perturbation bounds of the features of the eigenstructure which remain stable 
under this kind of nongeneric perturbation. In order to do so, we must 
determine what features are stable and of interest. We choose features of 
interest in systems theory [14, 221, which we describe below. 
Care must be exercised in choosing stable features, since the following 
example shows that the spaces spanned by the block diagonahzing Pi and Qi 
are no longer all well defined in the singular case. Consider 
~(A---IQ-‘=[; ;][ ,” ; l!x 11 1 a ; i -’ 
-A 1 0 = 
0 1 0 1-x *
As x grows large, the space spanned by Qa (the last column of Q) can 
become arbitrarily close to the space spanned by Qi (the first two columns of 
Q). Similarly the space spanned by Pa (the last column of I’) can become 
arbitrarily close to the space spanned by Pi (the first column of I’). Thus, we 
must modify the notion of deflating subspace used in the regular case, since 
these subspaces no longer all have unique definitions. 
The correct concept to use is reducing subspace, as introduced in [23]. P 
and Q are reducing subspaces for A - XB if P = AQ+ BQ and dim(P) = 
dim(Q) - dim(N,), where N, is the right null space of A - hB over the field 
of rational functions in X. It is easy to express dim(N,) in terms of 
the KCF of A - XB: it is the number of L, blocks in the KCF [23]. In the 
example above, N, is one dimensional and spanned by [l, X,0] r. The 
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nontrivial pair of reducing subspaces are spanned by P, and Qr and are well 
defined. 
We will prove that if a singular pencil is perturbed in such a way that it 
has reducing subspaces of the same dimension as the unperturbed pencil, 
then the perturbed reducing subspaces will be close to the unperturbed 
spaces if the perturbation is small enough. Since a pencil can have several 
reducing subspaces of the same dimension, care must be taken to distinguish 
these different subspaces; we show that reducing subspaces of the perturbed 
pencil must either be close to the unperturbed spaces or a bounded distance 
away. This result is stated in: 
THEOREM 5. Let A - A B be an m-by-n singular pencil. Let P and Q be 
the left and right reducing subvaces of A - X B having dimensions m, and 
nI, respectively. Let rii = min(m,, m - ml) and A = min(n,, n - nl). Then 
if (A + E) - X( B + F) has reducing subspaces PEF and QEF of the same 
dimensions as P and Q, respectively, where 
IKEY F) IIE = x- 
min(Dif,(o,, u2),Difl(q, u2)) 
(p2+q2)1’2+2max(p,q) ’ 
where x<l, 
then one of the following two cases must hold: 
Case 1: 
i 
x 
B,,(P,P,,) < arctan 
p - x( p2 - 1)1’2 i 
garctan(r[p+(p2-1)1’2]) 
and 
x 
%,,(Q~Qm) G arctan 
9 - x( 92 - 1)1’2 
$arctan(r[9+(9z-l)1’2]). 
In other words, both angles are small, bounded above by a multiple of the 
norm of the perturbation ll(E, F)& 
Case 2: Either 
i 
1 
B,,(P,P,,) >, arctan 
&z%*p+(p2-1)1’2 1 
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or 
Lx(Q~ Q,,) 2 arctan 
1 
I &LJ+(+1)1’2 * 
In other words, at least one of the angles between perturbed and uuper- 
turbed reducing subspaces is bounded away from 0. 
The reason for these two cases is as follows. A singular pencil may have 
several reducing subspaces of the same dimension, just as a matrix may have 
several invariant subspaces of the same dimension, each corresponding to a 
different set of eigenvalues. In the case of the matrix, we can “label” each 
invariant subspace with the eigenvalues to which it belongs, and identify a 
perturbed subspace by its perturbed eigenvalues. Thus a perturbation theo- 
rem for invariant subspaces would read “a small perturbation in the matrix 
perturbs the eigenvalues in ur to a nearby set a;, and the invariant subspace 
of the perturbed matrix corresponding to a; is close to the unperturbed 
invariant subspace comsponding to al.” The analogous theorem for singular 
pencils must be stated differently, because the perturbed pencil may have no 
eigenvalues at all to use as labels. Therefore we must say that if it has a 
reducing subspace of the right dimension, this must either be a small 
perturbation of the original unperturbed one (Case 1) or a different one (Case 
2). In fact, applying Theorem 5 to square pencils of the form A - AZ, we can 
interpret it as providing perturbation bounds for the invariant subspace 
belonging to a; in Case 1 and for all other invariant subspaces of the same 
dimension belonging to any ai z ai in Case 2. 
We can apply this result to compute perturbation bounds for standard 
algorithms for computing reducing subspaces. For small enough perturba- 
tions of the input data of one of these algorithms, we will show that the 
algorithm computes reducing subspaces a small angle away from the unper- 
turbed spaces. This application is incorporated in Algorithm 1. 
Reducing subspaces are of interest in systems theory, as the following 
example shows. Consider the pencil A - XB = [D]C - AZ]. The pencil [D]C 
- XI] has the same KCF for nearly all matrices C and D of a fixed 
dimension: L, blocks only. In systems theory [28] this property is called 
complete controllability of the pair (C, D). Nonetheless, systems-theory appli- 
cations [22,28] require knowing if (C, D) is uncontrollable ([DIG - AZ] has a 
regular part in its KCF) or nearly so. If (C, D) is uncontrollable, we may ask 
what its smallest pair of reducing subspaces P and Q are. In systems theory 
the P of this pair is called the controllabb subspace C(C, D) of the pair 
(C, D), and is of interest in designing control systems. Theorem 5 on the 
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stability of reducing subspaces will imply that the controllable subspace of a 
pair is computed stably by the standard algorithms. This result is stated in 
Corollary 4: if the system (C, D) is perturbed to (C + E,, D + E,) such that 
the controllable subspace of the perturbed pencil C(C + E,, D + E,) has the 
same dimension as C(C, D), and if II(Ec, E,)ji, is small enough, then the 
largest angle between C(C, D) and C(C + E,, D + E,) is bounded by a 
constant (which can be computed from C and D using standard software) 
times II(Ec, Eo)llE (or else the largest angle is bounded away from 0). Similar 
comments apply to the unobservable subspace and other features of a control 
system (see [22] for a discussion). 
Also of interest are the eigenvalues of the regular part of a nongeneric 
singular pencil. A generic perturbation of a square singular pencil will make 
the pencil regular and can be chosen to put the eigenvalues in arbitrary 
locations in the extended complex plane. A generic perturbation of a non- 
square singular pencil will make the regular part disappear. As before, 
however, the standard algorithms will produce a nongeneric pencil with a 
regular part of the same size as nearby pencils. Under the assumption that 
the pencil either has only L, blocks or only Ly blocks in its KCF, we will 
show that the spectrum of the regular part is stable, i.e. we will derive 
perturbation bounds on the eigenvalues of the regular part. 
Returning to our systems-theory example, the eigenvalues of the regular 
part of the pencil [DIG - XI] are called the input decoupling zeros or 
uncontrollable modes of the pair (C, D), and are of interest in designing 
control systems. They are the eigenvalues of a system i = Cx + Du which 
cannot be controlled by any choice of feedback u = Fx. Our result on the 
stability of the spectrum of the regular part will show that these eigenvalues 
are computed stably by the standard algorithms. This result is stated in 
Corollary 5. 
All the results on the singular case as well as applications to systems 
theory are new. 
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains notation 
and basic lemmas. Section 3 will be devoted to analyzing the regular pencil 
case and proving Theorem 4. This work is a generalization of work done in 
the doctoral thesis of one of the authors [4]. Section 4 will be devoted to the 
stability results for the singular case. Section 5 will apply the results of 
Section 4 to problems in systems theory. Section 6 contains numerical 
examples. 
2. NOTATION AND BASIC LEMMAS 
]]r 1) will denote the Euclidean norm of the vector X. I] A]] will denote the 
matrix norm induced by the Euclidean vector norm. )I AlI E will denote the 
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Frobenius norm. u,,,,(A) and u_(A) will denote the smallest and largest 
singular values of the matrix A. If A = Udiag(u,)V * is the singular-value 
decomposition, then the pseudoinverse of A, A +, is given by A + = 
Vdiag( u: ) U *, where u: = a; ’ if ui#O and u; =O if ui=O. K(A) will 
denote the condition number a,,( A)/u,,,,( A) of the matrix A; this applies 
to full-rank nonsquare A as well. A8B will denote the Kronecker product of 
the two matrices A and I?: A8B = [A,,.B]. Let co1 A denote the column 
vector formed by taking the columns of A and stacking them atop one 
another from left to right. Thus if A is m by n, co1 A is mn by 1 with its first 
m entries being column 1 of A, its second m entries being column 2 of A, 
and so on. 
The following lemma is a generalization of a theorem of Stewart [15, 
Theorem 3.11 which we need for both the regular and singular cases later. Let 
T be an m-by-n matrix of full rank, and T+ its n-by-m pseudoinverse. Let + 
be a continuous map from C” to C” satisfying 
(2) II+(x) - +(Y)II Q WtW~(ll~ll~ Ilvll). 11~ - YII 
for some constant ]]+I] > 0. Let g be in C”. Consider the equations 
TX = g - +(x) (2.1) 
and 
z=T+[g-c+(x)]. (2.2) 
We are interested in whether these equations have a solution, and what the 
solutions have to do with one another. There are three cases, depending on 
whether m = n (T is invertible), m < n [(2.1) is underdetermined], or m > n 
[(2.1) is overdetermined]. The case m = n is dealt with by Stewart’s original 
theorem and will be used to analyze the regular-pencil case. The other two 
cases are not dealt with by Stewart and are used in the singular case. 
LEMMA 1. Assume that IIT+II, ll+ll, and llgll satisfy 
K = ll~ll~ll~ll*llT+ II2 < f. 
Then equation (2.2) has a unique solution f inside the ball 
ll4l g 
1 - (I- 4K)1’2 
2K 
llgll. IIT+ II < 2llgll~ IIT+ II. 
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This solution x” of (2.2) has the following relationship to the solution x^ of 
(2.1): 
Case 1: Zfm=n, x^= x” is the unique solution of (2.1) (in the ball). 
Case 2: Zf m < n, x^ = 2 is a solution of (2.1), but it is not unique. 
Case 3: Zf m > n, and if (2.1) has a solution f in the ball, then x^ = x”. 
Thus, (2.2) may have a solution whereas (2.1) may not. 
Furthermore, in Cases 1 and 3, if (2.1) has a solution which does not lie 
inside the ball in (2.3), it must lie outside the ball: 
Ilx^ll 2 
1+(1- 4K)1’2 
2V+ II. 11~11 * 
(2.4) 
Proof. The proof that (2.2) has a solution under the given conditions is 
identical to the original proof of Stewart’s theorem, so we will just outline it 
here. Let K = [IgIl- 11+11* IIT+ 11’ < i. Define the iteration 
‘i+l =T+(g-+(ri)) 
with x0 = 0. It is easy to show this is a contraction and converges to a unique 
solution x” satisfying 
llall G 
1 - (1 - 4K)1’2 
2K 
IId. IIT+ II < 2llgll. IIT+ II. 
Given this solution for (2.2), the other results are easy. Case 1 is the standard 
case already considered in [ 151. In this case, T+ = T- ’ so Equations (2.1) and 
(2.2) are equivalent. In Case 2, note that l”Z+ = I,, so multiplying f = T+( g 
- (p(S)) on the left by T yields the result. Nonuniqueness follows from the 
implicit-function theorem (consider (p = 0). In Case 3 we have T+ T = I,, so 
if x^ is a solution of (2.1), multiplying (2.1) on the left by T+ yields 
x^ = T+(g - +(x^)), implying x^ = x’. 
The proof of (2.4) is as follows. Given a solution x^ of (2.1) it must satisfy 
Ilx^ll Q IIWI = ik - G(x^) 11 G lkll+ IIWlllc^l12~ 
IIT+ II 
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Solving the quadratic inequality 
llfll 
- Q Ml + llG4* IIW 
IF+ II 
for ]]x^]] yields two inequalities for ]]x^]], the one in (2.3) and the one in (2.4). n 
Note that this theorem works in real vector spaces as well. 
We need another lemma from the literature which we cite here. Let 
P=[P,]+PJb q e a s uare partitioned matrix where Pi has ‘ni columns. We 
want to know how well conditioned we can make P subject to the constraint 
that the columns of Pi span a given n,dimensional subspace Pi. Clearly, if P 
satisfies this constraint, then any other matrix also satisfying the constraint 
can be written as PD, where D = diag(D,,,.. ., D,,), Dii a nonsingular 
nrby-ni matrix. 
LEMMA 2 [3]. Let fli be the smallest angle between any rwnmo vector in 
Pi and the subspace spanned by all the other Pj, j # i. Then if P is any 
matrix such that Pi spans Pi, we have 
(2.5) 
Another way to expms this inequality is as follows: partition P-’ into 
groups of rows as follows: 
where Pi is ni by n. Then 
and 
csc e, = llPiP’ll 
cot; = IIPiP’II+ ( [(PiPill - 1)2. 
Thus, the upper and lower bounds in (2.5) differ by a factor of at most b. 
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The matrices PiPi are oblique projections onto Pi parallel to Pi, i z j. If we 
choose D so that the columns of PiDi, are orthononna 1, then K(PD) Zies 
within the bounds of (2.5). 
If b = 2 and without loss of generality we assume 
z R 
p= “’ 
[ 1 0 ZrQ ’ 
then the choice D,, = I,, and D, = (1+ ]]R]]2)-1/2Zn, makes K(PD) achieve 
its lower bound above, namely 
K(PD) =llRll+(l+ llR112)1’2 
In terms of R, we may write 
llPiPill = (1+ llZq~“y2* 
Slight improvements of Lemma 2 appear in [B] and [20]. 
3. REGULAR PENCILS 
In trying to stably decompose A - XB into b blocks as in (l.l), we will 
first study decomposing A - XZ3 into two blocks. Let CI = ui U a2 be a 
possible decomposition of a(A - XB) into disjoint subsets. Define the dis- 
sociation of u1 and u2, written diss(u,, u2), as the smallest perturbation 
(A+ E)- A(B+ F) of A-hB (measured as ll(E,F)llE) that makes an 
eigenvalue Xi E ui coalesce with X2 E us. [Think of Xi and X, as continuous 
functions of 0 < x < 1, where X,(x) is an eigenvalue of (A + xE) - A( B + rF) 
and Xi(O) = Xi. As x increases from 0 to 1, X,(x) and X,(x) move continu- 
ously until possibly A,(l) = X,(l). This is possible for I](& F)llE > diss(u,, a,) 
but no smaller.] It is easy to see that the first condition of a stable 
decomposition of P(C), that the number of eigenvalues in each ui remain 
constant, holds if and only if diss(u,, u - ui) > e for all i. Thus, if we can 
compute lower bounds on diss( uir u - a,), a decomposition of P(C) will satisfy 
the first criterion of stability if these lower bounds are all greater than E. This 
will be our approach for proving Theorem 4. 
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We begin by reducing the pencil A - XI3 to a canonical form by a 
transformation which does not change distances or angles between subspaces, 
quantities we need to preserve. We quote the following lemma: 
LEMMA 3 [17]. Any regular A - A B can be transformed into upper 
triangular fm by multiplication on the left and right by unitary matrices. 
Further, the unitary matrices may be chosen so that the eigenvalues appear 
on the diagonal of the transfd pencil in any desired order. 
Standard software (the QZ algorithm [13] and EXCHQZ [24]) is available to 
compute this decomposition. 
Suppose now without loss of generality that our original pencil is in upper 
triangular form 
with dim(Aii - XB,,)= ni and a(A,, - hBii) = q, with u1 and u2 disjoint. 
We next need to cdtnpute the deflating subspaces of this pencil belonging 
to ui and a,. Equivalently, we want to find P and Q such that 
P-'(A-hB)Q= ["d' AOJh[Bd, ;J (34 
with u(A,, - XB,,) = ui. It is easy to see that the pair of deflating subspaces 
belonging to ui are both spanned by P, = Q1 = [I,, IO] '. Without loss of 
generality we seek the other deflating pair in the form Pz = [ LT 1 In21 * and 
Qz = [RTIL,lT, which leads to the equation 
A,,-AB,, 
A,-AB, 
A,,- XB,, 0 = 
0 1 A,-XB, ' 
or 
A,,R-LA,= -A,,, 
B,,R-LB,= -B,,. 
(3.2a) 
(3.2b) 
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This is a set of 2n,n, equations in 2n,n, unknowns, the entries of L and R. 
It is a generalization of the Sylvester equation and can be solved easily by 
noting that if Aii and Bii are triangular, the unknowns and equations may be 
reordered so that (3.2a, b) becomes a block triangular system with 2-by-2 
blocks on the diagonal [l]. For our theoretical purposes we rewrite (3.2a) and 
(3.2b) as follows: 
One can show Z, is nonsingular if and only if ui and ua are disjoint [17], as 
we have assumed. Clearly, if Z, is ill conditioned, L and R may be very 
large, implying the deflating subspaces for ur and a, are close together. As 
we will see later, this means we can expect diss(u,, ua) to be small as well. 
With this motivation, we define, as in [15], 
the smallest singular value of Z,. A trivial consequence of this definition is 
that 
It is easy to see that Dif, is not changed if we multiply Aii and Bii on the 
right by any unitary Vi and on the left by any unitary Vi. This implies that 
given A - A& Dif, is determined only by specifying ui = u(A,, - XB,,) 
and a, = (A, - XB,), in that order. (We will return to the dependence on 
order later.) We will therefore write Dif J ur, us) when A - h B is clear from 
context or just Dif, if ui and us are clear as well. We record a fact about 
Dif , we will need later. 
LEMMA 4 [15]. 
Dif,( A,, + E,,, A, + E,; B,, + F,,, 4, + F2,) 
Other properties of Dif, can also be found in [15, 51. 
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So now we know how to compute L and R, and thereby block-diagonal- 
ize P and Q for A - hJ3. For our first lower bound on diss(a,, us), we will 
need to use slightly different P and Q. Just as Dif, is specified by ui and a, 
alone, it is easy to see that the norms of L and R are determined only by ui 
and ua. Let p denote (l+ llL112)“2 and 9 denote (l+ llRl12)“2. From 
Lemma 2, we know p and 9 are lower bounds on the condition numbers of 
any blockdiagonalizing P and Q, respectively. In the language of Lemma 2, 
p is the norm of the projection onto either left deflating subspace parallel to 
the other. Similarly, 9 is the norm of a projection on the right, p and 9 are 
defined given only ui and a,, since [ILlI and llRj[ are. Define also 
I 
p,= “’ 
L p"2z,, 
[ I[ 0 0 In2 0 9-1’2z,2 1 
and 
Qo=I;;. $.P’?’ O 
[ I[ *2 9 
- q 
%2 
It is easy to verify that 
iiwiiWii = Wo)~(Qo)11’2 G P + 9. (3.4) 
The quantity II Poll * IIQ; ‘11 will play the same role for regular pencils as the 
condition number of the best-conditioned blockdiagonalizing similarity plays 
for the standard eigenvalue problem: they measure the sensitivity of eigenval- 
ues to perturbations. 
We need one more definition before presenting our first lower bound on 
diss( cri, u2): 
E inf [u&( CA,, - sB,,) + uii,(cAB - sB,)] 1’2. 
ICI2 :;s;z = 1 
Just as with Dif, it turns out Dif, is specified by A - h B and ui and u2 
alone, permitting us to write DifX(uir us) when A - A B is clear from context, 
and just Dif, when ui and a2 are clear as well. 
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Dif, wiU pIay the same role in this analysis as seph [4, 251 played for the 
standard eigenvalue problem: it is the size of the smallest perturbation that 
makes the two pencils A,, - AB,, and A, - AB, have a common eigen- 
value: 
LEMMA 5. Let II(Ell, E,, F,,, Fm)llE be the size of the mull& per- 
turbation such that (A,, + E,,) - X( B,, + F,,) and (A,, + E,,) - A( B,, + 
F,,) have a common eigenvalue. Then 
Proof. Choose c and s in the definition of Dif, to attain the infinum. 
Next choose E and F each of rank 1 and such that llEl\i + llFj[i = Difjf, 
satisfying a,,,( CA rr - sB,, + E) = 0 and u,,,,(cA,, - sB,, + F) = 0. These 
last equations can be rewritten 
s,in [c(A,, + =) - ~(4, - iE)] = a,,, [ c( A,, + E,,) - s( B,, + F,,)] = 0 
and 
Now 
I[(&> E,> F,,, F& 11; = IIEII; + llFll”E = Difk 
i.e., this particular choice of E,,, E,, F,,, and F,, satisfies the upper bound, 
and hence so must the smallest perturbation. To show Dif, is a lower bound, 
let Eii and Fii for i = 1,2 be any perturbations such that (A,, + E,,) - h(B,, 
+ B,,) and (A, + Ez) - h( Bz2 + F,) have a common eigenvalue s/c with 
lc12 + IsI = 1. Then 
0 = a,,,, [ C( Aii + Eii) - S( Bii + Fii)] = amin [ CA,, - SBii + (CEii - SF,,)] 
> u,in(cAii - sB,i) - IlcEii - sFii[lE, 
so by the definition of Dif x we get 
This lemma immediately yields a simple upper bound on diss(ur, u2): 
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COROLLARY 1. 
diss(a,,02) <Dif,(a,,a,). 
We are now ready to prove our next lower bound on diss(u,, us): 
THEOREM 1. 
diss( Ul’ u2) >, 
Difh(ul, u2) 
mP+d ’ 
Proof. Choose c and s so that ICI 2 + IsI 2 = 1 and also so that s/c is an 
eigenvalue of the perturbed pencil (A + E) - X( B + F) but not of A - XI?. 
Then 
O=det[c(A+E)-s(B+F)] =det[P,-‘(CA-sB)Q,+P,-‘(cE-sF)Q,] 
CA11 - SBll 0 = det 
0 CA, - sB, 1 + I’,-‘(cE - SF)& 
CA,, - SB,, 0 1 
-1 
o 
CA, - sB, 
P;‘(cE - SF)& 
implying 
1< CA11 
- 
41 
0 -1 
- 
0 CA, - sB, 
1 P,-‘(cE SF)@, /I E 
<max (ll( CA,,-sB,,)-‘Il,l/(cAzz- sB22) -l~~)~ll~,_‘II~IIQ,Il~ll~~ - W,, 
or, rearranging and using (3.4), 
min 
(11 
(cA,,-~B,,)-‘II-‘,I/(~A~~-~B~~)-’II-~) ~llcE_sFl, 
P+q 
E’ 
This in turn implies 
ll(E, FJ IIE >, llcE _ sFllE ~ min(udn(cA1l- s~;‘;“rnin(cA22- sB22)) . 
Thus, the eigenvalues s/c of the perturbed pencil lie in clusters about the 
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eigenvalues of the unperturbed one, these clusters being defined by 
IW F) IIE 2 
umin(cAii - sBii) 
P+q 
for i = 1,2. These clusters can only overlap (a necessary condition for 
coalescence of eigenvalues) if for some s and c 
which implies our result. 
An immediate corollary of our last theorem is 
COROLLARY 2. Suppose 
All - Wl 0 
A-hB= 
0 A22 - XBZ! 1 
is block diagonal. Then 
Finally, we use Theorem 1 to prove part of Theorem 4-deciding if a 
decomposition is stable if there is no constraint on the condition number of P 
and Q: 
COROLLARY 3. Let u = U~Clui be a partitioning of the spectrum of 
A - XB. Let pi and qi be the values of (l+ llL(12)1/2 and (l+ IJRl12)1/2, 
respectively, corresponding to ui and u - ui in (3.3). Then U~=i,ai is a stable 
decomposition of P(z) in (1.1) if there is no constraint TOL on the condition 
numbers of P and Q and if 
fi.(Pi + 4i) 
~T~yb” Dif,.,(u,,u-a,) 
< 1. 
Proof. It is always possible to reorder the diagonal blocks so that ui = ui 
and a, = u - ui. The last inequality implies that z < diss(u,, u - ui) for all 
l<i<b. n 
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We can now derive our second lower bound on diss(a,, us), one which 
will also lead to bounds on K(P) and K(Q), where P and Q are the 
blockdiagonalizing equivalence transformations in (1.1). We will use essen- 
tially the same approach as in [15]. We assume as before that A - hB is 
upper triangular and that P and Q blockdiagonalize it as in Equation (3.1). 
Consider the perturbed pencil (A + E) - h(B + F). Premultiplying by P-’ 
and postmultiplying by Q yields the pencil 
P-‘[(A+E)-A(B+F)]Q 
All + El1 El, 41+ Fll Fl, = 
E 21 422 + 52 1 [ -’ F &t, + F22 1 . (3.5) 21 
We now seek P,$ and QEF of the forms 
such that premultiplying (3.5) by Pii and postmultiplying it by QEF 
blockdiagonalizes it. Performing these multiplications and rearranging the 
result yields 
I (A,,+E,,~L,E,,)(r+R,R,) (A,,+E,,)R,-L,(A,+E,)+E,,-I.,E,,R, L(Au + E,,) - (Am + E,)R, + -%I - b%Rz (A,+E,+L,E,,)(I+R,R,) 1 
-A I (B,,+F,,-L,F,,)(I+R,R,) (B,,+F,,)R,~L,(B,,+F,)+F,,~I.,F,,R, b(B,, + F,,) - (Bm + F,)fb + F,I - &FUR, (B,,+F,,+~,F,,)(~+R,R,) l- 
(3.6) 
Setting the upper right and lower left comers of the pencil equal to zero 
yields two sets of equations: 
(4, + E,,)4 - &(A, + Ed = - 4, + -&Ed,> (3.7a) 
(4, + F,,)R, - &(%a + 4s) = - F,, + -%F,,R, (3.7b) 
and 
(3.8a) 
(3.8b) 
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We wish to apply Lemma 1 to solve these sets of nonlinear equations. To 
solve (3.7) we make the identifications x = [R, 1 L,], 
(A,,+E1,)R,-L,(A,,+E,,) 1 (B,,+F,,)R,-L,(B,,+F22) ’ 
- En g= _F 
[ 1 , and G(r), 12 (3.9a) 
From Lemma 4, we get 
To solve (3.8) we make the identifications x = [R, ) L,], 
TV ~ L,@,l+ E,,) - (A22 + E22h 
L2@11+ 41) - @322 + F22)R2 1 ’ 
Using Kronecker products to express the linear operator T in (3.10) yields 
(A,, + J%)~@Z,:, - I,,@ (A,, + E22) 
(B,, + F,,)r@In2 1 -LI@@22+F22) ’ (3.11) 
Swapping the first urns columns with the last urns columns and negating 
the whole matrix, none of which changes its singular values, yields 
L1@ (A22 + E22) - (A,, + E,dT@Lz 
L1@J P22 + 4?2) - @l, + Fl$@Le 1 ’ 
which we recognize as the matrix whose smallest singular value is defined as 
Dif,(A,, + Es,, Arr + Err; %s + F22, Bll+ Fll) 
a Dif,(A,,, All; 42, 4,) - IIPll, -%2, F,l, F22) 11~. 
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The quantity Dif ,( A as, A,,; I?,,, B,,) does not generally equal 
Dif,(A,,, A,; B,,, B,,) (unless the Aii and Bii are symmetric). In the 
interests of retaining our coordinate free formulation of our bounds, we 
therefore define 
Difl(ul,u2) = fif,(A,, A,,; B,, B,,) 
where 
THEOREM 2. Let p, q, Dif,, and Dif, be defined as above. Then 
diss(u,, us) > 
min(Dif,(a,, oz),Difl(a,, a2>) 
(p2+q2)1’2+2max(p,q) ’ 
Suppose that ll(E, F)llE is less than this lower bound on diss(u,, u2), and 
define 
x = KEY F) IIE 
(p2+q2)1’2+2m4p,q) <1 
min(Dif,(o,, a2),mfl(al, 02)) * 
Further define p,, and qEF to be the norms of the projections onto the left 
and right deflating subspaces of the perturbed pencil (A + E) - A( B + F). 
Then 
1+x 1+x 
p,,<2.-* l_x p and qEF<2.-. 
l-x q* 
Proof. We need to make two different choices of P and Q in (3.5). Both 
lead to the same lower bound on diss(u,, u2), but only the first will lead to a 
bound on p,,, and only the second to a bound on qEF. The first choices of P 
and Q are 
Z 
P= ;;’ 
L p”2Z,, 
[ I[ 0 I a!2 0 p-“2z,z 1 
and 
Q= b’ ,” “‘fi’“’ 
[ I[ 
0 
n!2 P 
-l/21 * 
n!2 1 
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With this choice of P and Q, it is easy to verify that the Eij in (3.5) satisfy 
llE& G PIIEII~, IIGAIE G 911EllEp IIWIE G PIIEIIE~ and IIJ%A~ G 911EIIE. 
The Il’ijllE satisfy analogous inequalities. 
Consider Equation (3.7) and the corresponding identifications in (3.9). 
Substituting in these bounds on llEijllE and llFijllE yields 
IIT-‘11-l 2 Dif,(a,, 02> - ( p2 + 92)1’2. ll(E, F) lIET 
Ml G 9ll(E, F) IIE’ and II911 d P. //(ET F) IL 
From Case 1 of Lemma 1, we see that as long as 
ll!4l~11911 P9lK‘c F) II2 1 
IIT-rll-2 d [Df,,(e,,o,) - (p2 + 02)1’211(E, F) II,]” < ” 
or-solving for I[( E, F)ll E- 
IKE2 F) IIE < 
Dif,(q, u2) 
(3.12) 
then we can solve the equations (3.7) for L, and R,. Furthermore, assuming 
ll(E, F)llE is less that the lower bound on diss(u,, u2) in the statement of the 
theorem, we see from Lemma 1 that 
IlL RI) IIE < ~llgll*ll~-‘ll G 
29lW F) IIE 
Dif,( ol. u2> - ( p2 + 92)1’2. IICE, F) IIE 
x9 
< 
m=(p, 9) 
gx<l. 
Now consider Equation (3.8) and the corresponding identifications in 
(3.10). Substituting in these bounds on llEijllE yields 
IIT-‘II-’ 2 Difd~,, 0,) - (p2 + 92)1’2))(E, F) llE, 
lkll G Pll(E~ F) IL and 11~11 d 911(E3 F) IIE* 
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Using Lemma 1 as before, we see that if 
IIF, F) IIE < 
Difl(ul, u2) 
(p2+ 4s)1’2+2(pq)1’2’ 
(3.13) 
then we can solve the equations (3.8) for L, and R,. We can also bound 
ll(L2, R2)llE as above, yielding 
lluJ27 R2) IIE < mm; 4) G x < 1. 
> 
This implies that PEF and QEF are invertible, since if 
then P,, must equal 
Z 
PEF= “’ 
L, (z”,+w2r L IL 0 (c12+ L2LJ -l 1 ’ - J52 Lz 0 
which clearly exists, since II Lill < 1 for i = 1,2. Similarly, QEF is invertible. 
Therefore, (A + E) - h(B + F) is block-diagonalizable by PPEF and QQEF. 
This means that the spectra of the new diagonal blocks in (3.6) must be 
disjoint, since otherwise we could change E and F infinitesimally and 
destroy the blockdiagonalizability. This is true as long as ll(E, F)llE satisfies 
the bounds in (3.12) and (3.13), implying that 
diss( ui, u2) > 
min(Dift(+, u2),Dif,(ol,02) min(Difl(ul,u2),Dif.(ul,u2) 
(p2+ 9s)1’2+2(p9)1’2 
> 
(p” + 42)1’2+2ma4p, 4) 
This proves the first part of the theorem. 
To compute a bound on p,, we proceed as follows. First note that 
[: :.I’= [ ‘a ;;][(zn-;)-l (zm_;y)-l]. 
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so that if llXl[x < 1 and llYllE < 1, we can estimate 
L y 
ii Ii [1+m=41XIIE~ llYll~)12 1+m411XIIrT IlYllE) K x I, d 1 - IIxIIEIIy II, ’ l- m411XIIE~ llYllE) ’ 
(3.14) 
Since 
we can apply (3.14) and Lemma 2 we get 
1+x 
as claimed. 
choices for P and Q: 
To get a bound on (IEF we repeat this entire argument using the following 
9 l/21 “I 0 
0 q-“2z,2 1 and z L p= “’ [ 1 0 L2 
We record another result of this approach here, because we will need it in 
the next section. In it we use a measure of the distance between two 
subspaces P, and Pa of equal dimension, the maximum angle O,,,(P,,P,), 
which we define in terms of the (acute) angle 0(x, y) between nonzero 
vectors x and y: 
LEMMA 6. Let ll(E, F)llE satisfy the constraint in the statement of 
Theorem 2. Let P be the left deflating subspace of A - X B belonging to ul, 
and let PEF be the corresponding left deflating subspace of (A + E) - A( B + 
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F). T&n 
em&&,) Q arctan 
i 
x 
p - x( p2 - 1)1’2 1 
<arctan(r[p+(p2--1)1’2]). 
Similarly, if Q and QEF are right deflating subspaces of A - X B and 
(A + E) - A(B + F), respectively, corresponding to q, then 
L,x(Q.Qm) G anan 
x 
9 - 4 92 - 1y2 
&3rctan(x[q+(qs-l)1’s]). 
Proof. We do only the case for the left deflating subspaces; the right one 
is analogous. The first nl columns in 
Z 
p= “’ 
L p”2z,, 
[ I[ 0 0 z”2 0 p-“2z,2 1 
span P, or equivalently [I,, ] 0] r spans P, and the first n, 
(PEF as in the proof of Theorem 2), or equivalently 
columns of PPEF 
[ 
p”2z”, - p _“2LL, 
- ‘/2L2 1 (I + L,L,) -l -P 
spans PEF. Postmultiplying this set of columns by 
P-“~LL,)- ’ does not change their span, and yields 
Z “1 1 -p-‘L2(z”,-p-‘LL2)-1 * 
(I+ w,)(P”2L, - 
It is easy to show that the maximum angle between two spaces spanned by 
[Z ]O]r and [I ]Z]r is arctan]]Z]], [15], so 
&Jp, I&) Q amtan 
II - p- 1L2(~n1-P-1LL2)-11~ 
d arctan 
p-k 
1 - p-q p2 - 1)“” 
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To compare the strength of the results in Theorems 1 and 2 we need a 
lemma comparing Dif u, Dif 1, and Dif x: 
LEMMA 7. 
max(Dif.(u,,u,),Dif,(u,,u,)) Q DifA(u,,u2). 
Proof. We prove the result for Dif,. The result for Dif, follows from the 
symmetry between Dif, and Dif,. We have 
Difh(A,,, A,,; Bu, Bs) 
cu*A,, - w*B,~ 
= inf 
C,S,U,U 
jcp + 1312 = 1 
A,,cv - B,,sv Ill E 
11~11 = 
1 IL A=CVU* - B=SVU* III E 
Ilull = Iloll = 1 
= inf 
,S,P is12 =  ll[ 
CPA,, - sPB,, 
A,,cP - B,,sP III ’ E ,$t 
rank 
IIF 
[since (X 8 Y )T = X ‘8 YT and since there exists a permutation matrix P such 
that PT(X@Y)P = Y@X] 
L2@4, - AT,&%, = a,, 1 = Dif,(A,,, A,,; B,,, B,,). R Z”phl - B&@‘nz 
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Applying this lemma and a little manipulation to the lower bounds on 
diss(a,, us) in Theorems 1 and 2 shows that the lower bound in Theorem 1 is 
always stronger than the lower bound in Theorem 2: 
THEOREM 3. 
Dif,(q, u2) , min(Dif,(q, u2),Difl(ul, u2)> 
fib+4 ’ (p2+ 42)1’2+2max(p,q) 
To see how much larger the one lower bound may be than the other, 
consider the example 
A-XB= 
where J,,(E) and I,( - 6) are n-by-n Jordan blocks. Then for small e a little 
computation shows that the lower bound of Theorem 1 is proportional to en 
and the lower bound of Theorem 2 is proportional to e2”-r, almost the 
square. 
Even though Theorem 2 provides a worse lower bound on diss( ur, u2), the 
analysis leading up to it allows us to bound the condition numbers of the 
matrices P and Q in (Ll), which the analyses of Theorem 1 and Corollary 3 
do not allow. 
THEOREM 4. Let A - h B, C, and TOL be given. Let u = Uf= pi be some 
partitioning of u into disjoint sets. Define xi for 1 d i 6 b as 
(Pf + 42)1’2+2m4Pi,qi) 
Xi~Cmin(Dif,(o,,u-ui),Difl(ui,u-ui)) * 
(3.15) 
The corresponding decomposition (1.1) is stable if the following two criteria 
are satisfied: 
max xi=x<l 
l<i<b 
(3.16) 
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1+x 
2b max (Pi,9j). 
i<i, j<b 
(3.17) 
Zf we have no constraint on the condition numbers (i.e. TOL = CQ), then we 
have the following stronger test for stability: 
fi(Pi + 9i) 
r$rZbeDif,(Oi,o-ei) 
< 1. (3.18) 
Proof. The condition (3.16) follows from Theorem 2. Let pi(EF) and 
q,(EF) denote norms of projections onto left and right deflating subspaces 
belonging to ui, respectively, of (A + E) - h(B + F). By Lemma 2 and 
Theorem 2 (where the eigenvahres have been reordered so that ur = ui and 
~,=a-u,)wehave 
1+ xi 1+x 
K(P)~bl~~~bpi(EF)62b1r=p:I,1_Pi~2b1_x~i~b max pi. 
. . . . I 
An analogous sequence of inequalities show that 
1+x 
K(Q) 6 2b- max 9i. 
1-r l<i<b 
Requiring that these bounds on K(P) and K(Q) be less than TOL yields the 
condition (3.17) for stability. The condition (3.18) follows from Theorem 1. n 
Note that by Lemma 2, b maxi pi is essentially the condition number of 
the best-conditioned P and b maxi 9i the condition of the best-conditioned Q 
that block-diagonalize A - XB. Therefore the extra factor 2(1+ x)/(1 - x) in 
Theorem 2 indicates how much the condition numbers of P and Q can grow 
beyond the minimum possible. 
We note that if we specialize to the standard eigenproblem (B = Z and 
]]A]] < l), Theorem 4 yields essentially the same results as derived in [4] for 
the standard eigenproblem [5]. 
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4. SINGULAR PENCILS 
Just as our analysis of regular pencils began with a triangular canonical 
form (Lemma 3), we also begin with such a canonical form for singular 
pencils: 
LEMMA 8 [23]. given any pencil A - hB, there exist unitary matrices P 
and Q such that P-'(A - XB)Q is in the following generalized upper 
triangular fnm: 
A, - XB, * * 
P-‘(A-XB)Q= 0 A,,,-AB,, * (4.1) 
0 0 A, - XB, I 
where A, - X B, has only Li blocks in its KCF (i.e. all right minimal indices, 
hence the subscript r), A, - XB, has only Ly blocks in its KCF (i.e. all left 
minimal indices), A,, - A BreB is upper triangular and regular, and each * 
is an arbitrary conforming pencil. A, - X Breg can be chosen with its 
spectrum on the diagonal in any order. Further, the blocks in the KCF of 
A - XB are precisely those which appear in the KCFs ofA, - XB,, A,- AB,, 
and A reg - XBEB. For this la&statement to hold, theA, - XB,, A,,- hBr,,, 
and A, - X B, bikks must appear on the diagonal in that order. 
Suppose now without loss of generality that our pencil is in the form of 
(4.1): 
(4.2) 
where A,, - hB,, includes all of A, - XB, and possibly part of A,, - TxB,,~, 
and A,- AB, contains all of A, - XB, and the remainder of A,, - hB_ 
In particular, we assume Au - hB,, and A, - XB, contain disjoint parts 
(ui and a, respectively) of the spectrum u of A - AB. If we denote the 
numbers of rows and columns of Aii - XB,, by mi and ni, then it is easy to 
see m, G nl (with equality if and only if A, - X B, is null) and ma z n, (with 
equality if and only if A, - A B, is null). We want to block-diagonalize this 
pencil, the upper left block containing ui and the lower right block us. 
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Evidently, just as for the regular case, we seek P and Q such that 
P-‘(A - XB)Q = 
[Ad, Al]-qBgil ;J 
leaving A ii - h Bi i unchanged. The pair of reducing subspaces belonging to 
ur are spanned by Qr = [I,, IO]’ and P, = [I, IO]’ [23]. We seek to block- 
diagonalize this pencil by choosing Pz = [Z’] Z,J’ and Qz = [Rr ] ZJr, 
which leads to the equation 
A,, - AB,, A,, - XB,, 
0 A,, - XB,, 
A,, - AB,, 0 
= 
0 1 A,,-XB,, ’ 
or 
AllR - LA,, = - A,,, 
B,,R - LB,, = - B,,, 
(4.3a) 
(4.3b) 
which are identical in form to (3.2a) and (3.2b). Thus, we can rewrite 
(4.3a, b) just as in the regular case as 
This is a set of 2m,n, linear equations in n,n, + rnlrn2 unknowns, the entries 
of L and R. Since m, Q nl and m2 > n2, we have at least as many unknowns 
as equations with equality if and only if A - X B is regular, the case analyzed 
in Section 3 of this paper. When it is singular, it has a (nonunique) solution as 
stated in the following lemma: 
LEMMA 9 [23, Lemma 2.31. (4.4) is a consistent set of equations fir 
arbitrary A,, and B,, if: 
(1) A,, - hB,, has no left minimal indices in its KCF, 
(2) A,, - XB,, has no eight minimal indices in its KCF, and 
(3) u,=u(A,,-XB~~) and u~=u(A~~-XB.& aredisjoint. 
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Thus, 2, is of full rank, leading us to define Dif, just as for the regular 
case: 
%(A,,, A,; B,,, B,) = q,,in(&)> 
with the same trivial consequence: 
ll(L, R) IIE G 
lI(42~ Bl2) IIE 
w417 4%; 41, B22) * 
Also as before, Dif, is specified merely by choosing ur and u, = u - ur, 
permuting us to write Dif,(u,, a,) if A - XB is known from context, or even 
just Dif, if ur is known as well. 
Given a space of solutions of (4.3), we will choose the (L, R) of least 
norm, since it leads to P and Q as well conditioned as possible. Call this 
minimum;~~ solution (L,,R,), and denote (l+ llL,112)‘/2 by p and 
(J-& ll%ll 1 by Q. Just = Dif, is specified only by q, so me II&,ll, llRoll, P 
We follow essentially the same approach as for Theorem 2 in Section 3: 
Choose P and Q (using L, and R,) to satisfy Equation (3.1) leading to 
Equation (3.5). Seek Pi: and QEF of the same form as in Section 3 such that 
premultiplying (3.5) by I’$ and postmultiplying it by QEF block-diagonal- 
izes it. As before, this leads to Equations (3.7a, b) and (3.8a, b) to solve. Again, 
we wish to apply Lemma 1. This time, however, the linear operators T in 
(3.9a) and (3.1Oa) are no longer square. To use Lemma 1, we need to show 
both operators have full rank. The linear operator T in (3.9a) is represented 
by 2, in (4.4) above, which Lemma 9 showed to be full rank. The operator T 
of (3.1Oa) is represented using Kronecker products as 
The next lemma shows that this matrix is of full rank, 
LEMMA lo. Assume S, - AT, has only L, blocks and regular blocks in 
its KCF, that S, - AT, has only L; and regular blocks in its KCF, and that 
u1 and a2 are disjoint, where ui is the spectrum of Si - AT,. Then the system 
of linear equations 
(4.6) 
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has at most one solution. Suppose Si - XT, is mi by ni. Then this uniqueness 
of solution is equivalent to the matrix 
(4.7) 
having full rank. 
Proof The assumptions on the KCFs of Si - AT, imply that m, < n, 
and ma >, ns. Thus, the matrix in (4.7) has at least as many rows as columns, 
so if we show (4.6) has at most one solution, this will imply (4.7) has full rank. 
Choose Pi and Qi so that P;‘(Si - AT,)Q, is in the KCF. Call the blocks on 
the diagonal of the KCF Sij - hTij. Then (4.6) decomposes into a set of 
independent equations 
(4.8) 
If we show (4.8) has at most one solution for each j and k, we will be done. 
There are several cases. First suppose Sij - XTlj = Lj, and S,, - XT,, = LI,. 
Then it is easy to see from the forms of Lj, and Li, that (4.8) is essentially 
triangular in that we first solve (4.8) for the first column of R’, then the first 
column of L’, then the second column of R’, the second column of L’, and so 
on. Thus, if (4.8) has a solution, it is uniquely determined. The second case is 
when Sij - XTlj is a Jordan block and S,, - hTzk = Li,. In this case we may 
solve (4.8) successively for the last row of L’, the last row of R’, the next to 
last row of L’, and so on. When Sij - AT,, is a block with an infinite 
eigenvalue, we return to the column-bycolumn regime. The other cases are 
similar, except when both Sij - XTlj and S,, - XT,, are regular. Since by 
assumption they have disjoint spectra, this reduces to the case covered in 
Section 3. This proves that the matrix in (4.7) is of full rank under the 
conditions stated in the lemma. W 
This lemma justifies the definition 
As before, we can show that this definition is really coordinate free, allowing 
US to write Dif)(a,, a,) when A - hB is known from context or just Dif, if ui 
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is known as well. This leads us to the following extension of Lemma 6: 
THEOREM 5. Let A - X B be an m-by-n singular pencil of the fnm (4.2). 
Let P and Q be the left and right reducing subspaces of A - X B belonging to 
ul. Let them have dimensions m, and n,, respectively. Let r% = min(m,, m 
-m,) and A=min(n,,n-n,). Then if (A+E)-X(B+F) has reducing 
subspaces PEF and QEF of the same dimensions as P and Q respectively, 
where 
IIN F) IIE = x* 
min(Dif,(q, u2),Difl(ol, u2>) 
(p” + 92)1’2+2max(p,9) 
where x<l, 
then one of the following two cases must hold: 
Case 1: 
B,,(P,P,,) < arctan 
i 
x 
p - x( p2 - 1)‘” i 
,iarctan(r[p+(p2-1)1’2]) 
and 
e,,,,(Q, Q,,) Q arctan 
x 
9-X*(92-1)1’2 
$arctan(x[9+(92-1)1’2]). 
In other words, both angles are small, bounded above by a multiple of the 
norm of the perturbation ll(E, FIIE. 
Case 2: Either 
8,,(P, P,,) 2 arctan 
i 
1 
&xp + (p2 - 1)1’2 
OT 
k,(Q9 QEF) 2 actan 
1 
&z9+(92-l)1’2 
In other wora%, at least one of the angles between perturbed and unperturbed 
reducing subspaces is bounded away from 0. 
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Proof. If A - XB were regular, the proof of Case 1 would be Lemma 6. 
Since A - XB is of the form (4.2), P and Q are spanned by the columns of 
[Z,, PI’ and [I,, lOIT, respectively. In the course of proving Lemma 6 we 
assumed that PEF was spanned by the columns of 
(4.10) 
First we will show that if this assumption is false, Case 2 holds. If the space 
PEF we wish to span does not contain a vector orthogonal to P (in which case 
Case 2 trivially holds), then it is easy to see that PEF can be spanned by the 
columns of [I 1 XTIT f or a suitable X. There are two cases: Z - XL is singular 
and Z - XL is nonsingular. If I - XL is singular, then some vector in PEF is 
also in the space spanned by the columns of [ LT 1 I] '. But if there were such a 
vector, then the maximum angle between P and PEF would be at least 
arctan[(p2 - 1)-‘/2], which implies that Case 2 holds. If I - XL is nonsingu- 
lar, we claim that we can choose L, to make the columns of (4.10) have the 
same span as [I I XT] T: choose 
L,= -p(z-XL)_'X, 
which, when substituted into (4.10) yields 
[ 
z+L(z-XL)_'X 1 (I-XL)_'X ' 
The top block of this last matrix is nonsingular, since 
[Ix :I['; :]=[L(z-:L)-l :I['-oXL z+L(zzL)-'x] 
is nonsingular. Postmultiplying by the inverse of this block yields [I I XT] ? 
Thus it suffices to consider potential new left reducing subspaces spanned 
by columns of the form (4.10) (and new right reducing subspaces spanned by 
analogous sets of vectors). This leads to Equations (3.7a, b) and (3.8a, b) in the 
same way as in the proof of Theorem 2. The proofs of Theorem 2 and Lemma 
6 apply here almost verbatim. The essential difference is that Equations 
(3.7a, b) and (3.8a, b) are no longer square. Since Equations (3.7a, b) are 
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underdetermined, we must use Case 2 of Lemma 1 to estimate when they are 
soluble. From Lemma 1 we can get a solution of (3.7a,b), but we lose 
uniqueness. Since Equations (3.8a,b) are overdetermined, we must use Case 
3 of Lemma 1 to estimate the solution when one exists; that one does exist is 
the assumption that reducing subspaces of the appropriate dimensions exist. 
The two cases correspond to the two cases in (2.3) and (2.4) of Lemma 1. 
Case 1 follows just as in Lemma 6, and corresponds to the bound on the 
solution in (2.3). 
Case 2 corresponds to (2.4), which says that the solution of (3.8a,b) 
satisfies 
m=dp,q) 1 = > -. 
X.P x 
Thus, either ]]Lz]]E > 2-‘/‘/x or 
Difda,, cd - (P” + $)1’211(E, F) IIE 
2PlKEY F) IIE 
llR211E >, 2-9x. If l]L& > 2-9x, 
then since PEF is spanned by the columns of (4.10), one can see the lower 
bound on ]]L2]lE translates into the following lower bound on the tangent of 
the largest angle between PEF and P: 
P-‘IIL2ll 
i 1 
-1 
tan @,,(P, P,,> a L+(p2-q/2 
1+ P-‘IIu~IIL211 = IILZII 
>, [&xp+(p2-l)‘“] -l, 
as desired. If llRzllE 2 2-“2/x, the proof is analogous. m 
One way to interpret this theorem is as a nongeneric perturbation bound: 
if E and F are small enough, then for each pair of left and right reducing 
subspaces of (A + E) - A(B + F) of the same dimensions as the unperturbed 
pair, either both the left and right subspaces of (A + E) - A( B + F) will be a 
small angle [bounded by a multiple of the norm ll(E, F)llE] away from the 
unperturbed spaces, or else at least one of them will be bounded away in 
angle from the unperturbed space. 
Theorem 5 also supplies perturbation bounds for algorithms used to 
compute the KCF. These algorithms compute decompositions of the form 
(4.1) or an equivalent form. The algorithms of [lo, 11, 211, among others, are 
all stable in that they can produce an exactly singular pencil (along with its 
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KCF) near the pencil A - hB supplied as input. The user may choose how 
near this exactly singular pencil must be to A - AB by varying certain 
thresholds in the algorithms. Of course, if the pencil is square there may be 
no singular pencil within the distance chosen by the user, which the 
algorithm will then report (the algorithm may unfortunately fail to find such a 
pencil even if one exists). The algorithms are also stable in the sense that for 
suitably chosen thresholds [7] and most input problems they will return 
pencils with the same singular structures in their KCFs for all input pencils 
sufficiently close to A - AR. (These properties are discussed at length in the 
references at the beginning of the paragraph.) 
Therefore, one can take the estimate of Theorem 5 and apply it to 
analyzing the error of standard algorithms in the following algorithm: 
ALGORITHM 1. 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
Reduce a pencil A - hB to A’ - XB’ of the form (4.1) using a standard 
algorithm. Let 6 be a bound for the perturbation the algorithm makes in 
the pencil in order to reduce it (S is computed by the algorithm). Let P’ 
and Q’ be left and right reducing subspaces of A’ - X B’ corresponding 
to 61. 
Compute the bound 
A= 
min(Dif,(u,, u2),DifI(ol, 0 )) 
(p” + 42)1’2+2m=(p, 4) 
in the statement of Theorem 5. 
If 6 < A, then suppose A” - A B” is a singular pencil within distance 
y < A - 6 of A - XB with right and left reducing subspaces P” and Q” 
of the same dimensions as P’ and Q’, respectively. Then one of the two 
cases holds: 
Case 1: 
/ s+Y \ 
BmU(P’,P”) G arctan 
A 
P- 
\ 
!3p2- 1y2 
I 
< arctan ( ~[p+(p2-I)i12]1 
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and 
&,,(Q’,Q”) Q arctan 
A 
q- 
\ 
T(qz _ 1)1/s 
177 
< arctan ( ~[q+(qa-l)i~s]). 
Case 2: Either 
1 
f&JP’,P”) > arctan 
&G&3 + (p2 - 1)1’2 
or 
1 
O,,(Q’,Q”) > arctan 
mq+(qs-l) 
l/2 * 
(4) if 6 > A, no perturbation bound can be made, because the perturbation 6 
made by the algorithm is outside the range A of our estimate. 
In the next section we will interpret this result for an important applica- 
tion in systems theory: computing controllable subspaces. 
The next theorem applies only to the situation in Theorem 5 when 
A - h B only has one kind of singular block: L, or LT. 
THEOREM 6. Suppose that Case 1 of Theorem 5 holds. Suppose further 
that the block A,, - XB, is regular. (This implies A - h B has rw Li blocks 
in its KCF.) Then the spectrum of the perturbed pencil (A + E) - A( B + F) 
includes the spectrum of 
(A22 + EL?,) - w22 + F,‘,h 
where 
Similarly, if we instead assume A,, - XB,, is regular, then the spectrum of 
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the perturbed pencil (A + E) - X( B + F) includes the spectrum of 
(4, + J%) - w,, + 49, 
where 
ll(E;l, F;,) ItE G fipll(E, F) 11~. 
Proof. From (3.6) we see that 
EL = 4, - L,E,,, EB, = E,, + L,E,,, 
F;, = F,, - L,F,,, and F,‘, = F,, + L,F,,. 
Substitute in the bounds on llEijll and llFijll found there along with IlLill < 1 
in these equations. W 
We may now use estimates from [2, 5, 6, 16, 171 or anywhere else to 
bound the perturbations in the spectrum of the pencil. 
It is also possible to do perturbation theory for the eigenvalues of a pencil 
which has both left and right singular indices. In this case we must assume 
the perturbations preserve part of the regular part of the pencil, which we do 
by two applications of the previous theorems. First, we “factor out” the left 
singular part, leaving the right singular and regular part in the upper left 
corner and ll(E, F)llE magnified by fip. Then we factor out the regular part 
from the upper left comer, applying Theorem 6. 
Sun has also done a perturbation analysis of singular pencils using a 
somewhat different approach [19]. He generalizes his results for regular 
pencils [ 181 by relating the perturbation of the eigenvalues of a diagonalizable 
A - XB and the variation of the orthogonal projection onto the column space 
R([ A, B] * ) to each other. His assumption that A - X B is diagonalizable 
means that A - X B may have neither Jordan blocks of dimension greater 
than 1 nor singular blocks other than L, and Lz. Sun must also make 
restrictions on the perturbations in A and B. His assumptions are that the 
space W = R( A I B) contains no vectors orthogonal to Z = R( A + E 1 B + F) 
and that W’ = R( A* I B * )* contains no vectors orthogonal to Z’ = R[( A + 
E) * I (B + F) * ] *. By using the chordal metric to measure the perturbations 
of eigenvalues he obtains a Wielandt-Hoffman and a Bauer-Fike type of 
theorem for singular diagonalizable pencils, showing that the eigenvalues of 
A - X B are insensitive to small perturbations in A and B. 
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5. APPLICATIONS TO SYSTEMS THEORY 
Many questions about the control system 
i=cx+Du, y=Gr+ZZu 
can be formulated in terms of reducing subspaces and generalized eigenval- 
ues. These problems include controllable subspaces and uncontrollable modes, 
unobservable subspaces and unobservable modes, supremal (C, D) invariant 
subspaces in ker G, supremal (C, D) controllability subspaces in ker G, and 
invariant zeros. These applications and extensive numerical experiments will 
be discussed at length in a forthcoming paper. In this section we will 
interpret the results of the last section only for the problem of computing 
controllable subspaces. Let C(C, D) denote the controllable subspace of the 
pair of matrices (C, D). As discussed in [22], this subspace is simply the left 
reducing subspace corresponding to ui = 0 of the pencil A - XB = [D 1 C - 
AZ]. It is easy to see that this pencil can have neither infinite eigenvalues nor 
Lz blocks in its KCF, since B = [0 1 I] has full rank; hence it can only have 
finite eigenvalues and Lj blocks in its KCF. Also, one can see that the 
number of Lj blocks is a constant equal to the number of columns of D. 
Thus, the assumption in Theorem 5 about the perturbed pencil having 
reducing subspaces of the same size is implied by the assumption that the 
perturbed system (C + E,, D + E,) has a controllable subspace of the same 
dimension as C(C, D). Also, the algorithms one used for this problem take 
advantage of the special form of B = [0 1 I] by operating only A = [D 1 C] and 
so making no perturbation in B; thus we will assume F = 0 [22]. Also, as we 
will see, R, and L, are quite simply related, allowing us to prove 
COROLLARY 4. Let C be m by m and D be m by n. Suppose that 
dim(C(C + E,, D + ED)) = dim(C(C, D)) = m, 
and that 
lb% Ed IIE = x- 
min(Dif,(q, u2),Difl(q, u2)) 
(p2+q2)1’2+2max(p,g) ’ 
where x<l. 
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Let T% = min(m,, m - ml). Then either Case 1 or 2 must hold: 
Case 1: 
f&,,,(C(C, D),C(C+ E,, D + E,)) =s arctan 
x 
p - x( p2 - 1y2 
< arctan{ 31 [ p + ( p2 - 1)1’2]). 
Case 2: 
@,,,(C(C, D),C(C + E,, D + E,)) > arctan 
1 
l/%p + (p2 - 1)1’2 . 
Proof. Given Theorem 5, it suffices to prove that ]]Rz]jE = ]]L2]]s. This 
follows from (3.8b), the special form of B, and the fact that F = 0. In fact, 
(3.8b) implies that [0 I L,] = R,, from which the equality of their norms 
follows immediately. n 
Algorithm 1 clearly also applies to algorithms for compute the controllable 
subspace. It is also easy to see that these results apply immediately to 
observable subspaces as well by duality [28]. 
Another feature of a control system (C, D) for which we can derive 
perturbation bounds using this approach is the spectrum of the regular part, 
also called the input decoupling zeros or uncontrollable modes of the control 
system. Theorem 6 of the last section implies 
COROLLARY 5. Assume we are in Case 1 of Corollary 4. Then the 
uncontrollable modes of the perturbed control system (C + E,, D + E,) are 
the eigenvalues of the pencil 
(A22 + %,I - h&2, 
where 
In [22], P and Q are chosen in (4.1) so that P-‘BQ = [I IO], implying 
B,, = 1. Thus the problem of finding the eigenvalues of the perturbed pencil 
(A22 + E&A - AB,, above reduces to perturbation theory for the standard 
eigenproblem. 
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6. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES 
We have implemented the generalized upper triangular canonical form 
described in Lemma 8 as well as the perturbation bounds. Preliminary 
numerical results are in agreement with the theory. These will be reported on 
in another paper. Here we present two examples to illustrate Theorems 4 and 
5. All computed quantities are shown to three decimal places. 
EXAMPLE 1. Consider the regular pencil of the introduction for 9 = 10e5: 
First we consider the partitioning of the spectrum u of this pencil into 
ur= {105}, us= {l}, and us = {lo-’ }, We wish to now for what values of z 
and TOL this decomposition is stable. From the definitions of Dif, and Dif, in 
Section 3, we see that 
Difu(ul, u - q) = 1.00 = Difl(u,, u - a,), 
Dif,(us,u-a,) =7.07x10-‘= Difl(u,,u - us), 
and 
Dif,(g,u - us) = 7.07~ low6 = Dif,(u,, u - us). 
It is also easy to see that pi = qi = 1 for i = 1,2,3. Therefore, from (1.3) and 
(1.4) of Theorem 4 we see that if 
e <2.07x10-’ and 2x3~ 
1+E.4.83X105 
1-c~4.83x105 <ToLY 
then the decomposition (I = ui U a, U a, will be stable. For example, if we 
choose TOL = 100, then E has to satisfy 
c < 1.83x 1o-6 
for stability. 
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If we set TOL = 00, then since 
and 
Difh(ul, u - ui) = 1.00, Dif&, u - us) = 7.07x lo-’ 
Dif,(u,, u - ua) = 7.07~ 10m6, 
we see from (1.5) that the decomposition u = ui U u2 U a3 wil be stable if 
e < 2.50x 1O-6. 
From Corollary 2, we see that these upper bounds on e could not possibly be 
any larger than 7.07 X lo-‘, since a perturbation of that size would make the 
eigenvalues 0 and lop5 coalesce. 
If z > 2.50X lo-‘, then Theorem 4 no longer guarantees that the eigen- 
values at 0 and 10e5 cannot coalesce. In this case, we consider the decom- 
position ui = { lo5 } and a, = (0, 10e5 }. Now the quantities we need to apply 
Theorem 5 are 
Dif,(u,, us) = Dif,(u,, ui) = Dif[(u,, us) = Dif,(u,, u,) = 1.00, 
pi = qi = 1, and 
Dif,( ul, u2) = 1.00. 
From (1.3) and (1.4) we see u = ui u us is stable if 
1+ 3.41e 
ecO.292 and 2x2~ < TOL. 
1 - 3.41r 
For example, if TOL = 100, then the decomposition is stable if 
e < 0.270. 
If we set TOL = cm, then by (1.5) u = ui U u2 is stable if 
e < 0.354. 
From Corollary 2 we see that these upper bounds on e can be no larger than 
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1.00, since a perturbation of that size would make the eigenvalues lo5 and 
10P5 coalesce. If E > 0.354, Theorem 5 cannot guarantee that CI can be 
decomposed at all. 
EXAMPLE 2. We consider the singular pencil 
A-XB+I C-AI]= 1;-5 
[ 
‘--’ ’ 
0 
0 2-h 0 * 
0 0 0 3-A 1 
This pencil is in the canonical form (4.2) with m, = 1, m2 = 2, ni = 2, and 
n,=2. The matrix A,,- XB,, = [1O-5 l- A] has KCF L,, and A, - AB, 
=diag(2-h,3-X) is a regular pencil with eigenvalues 2 and 3. The left 
reducing subspace P which is spanned by [l, 0,0] r is the controllability 
subspace C( C, D) of the system (C, D). 
The quantities of interest in Corollary 4 are 
Dif,( 0, {2,3}) = Dif,( 0, {2,3}) = 0.382, 
and p = o = 1. Thus Corollary 4 implies that if E, and E, are such that 
and 
then either 
Case 1: 
or 
Case 2: 
1 = dim(C(C, D)) = dim(C(C + E,, D + E,)) 
ll(Ec. E,) I& = 0.112x, where x < 1, 
e,,,,(C(C, D),C(C+E,,D+E,))~arctanx 
&,,,(C(C, D),C(C + 
Thus, for example, if 
E,, D + E,)) 2 arctan L = arctan(0.707) = 0.615. 
& 
we have IKEC, En& < 0.001, then any one-dimen- 
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sional controllable subspace of (C + E,, D + E,) will either be within 0.0089 
radians of C(C, D) or at least 0.615 radians away from C(C, D). A simple 
example of the latter situation is 
0 1-A 0 0 
[D+E,~ c+E,-AZ]= 1o-5 
[ 
o 2-x 0 2 
0 0 0 3-x 1 
in which case the new controllability subspace is spanned by [0, l,O] r and so 
is orthogonal to C(C, D). 
In case the perturbed controllability subspace falls into Case 1, then we 
can use Corollary 5 to bound the uncontrollable modes of the perturbed 
system: the perturbed modes are eigenvalues of the matrix 
2 0 
[ 1 o 3 +E’, 
where IIE’]IE < @I](&, ED>IIE. Ih e B auer-Fike theorem supplies the simple 
bound that the perturbed uncontrollable modes lie in disks centered at 2 and 
3 with radii fi(I(E,, E,)l(, < r.0.158. 
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